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Part I of this book provides conceptual and analytic tools to show how texts
evoke worlds of meaning by representing content and using the resources
of language, including relations with other texts, and other media, such as
graphics. Part II to this point provides tools to examine how texts arise
within and influence the living world of people and events. This final chap-
ter proposes one more set of conceptual and analytic tools for viewing the
work that texts do in society. This chapter provides means to identify the
conditions under which they accomplish this work; to notice the regularity
of texts in carrying out recognizably similar tasks; and to see how specific
professions, situations, and social organizations can be associated with a
limited range of text types. Finally, it provides methods to analyze how the
orderly production, circulation, and use of these texts in part constitutes
the very activity and organization of social groups. The analytical approach
of this chapter relies on a series of concepts: social facts, speech acts, gen-
res, genre systems, and activity systems. These concepts suggest how peo-
ple using text create' new realities of meaning" relation, and knowledge.
Consider a typical academic situation. One university's faculty senate af-

ter much debate passes a regulation requiring students to pass six writing
intensive courses in order to be granted a BA. The regulation defines sev-
eral criteria that a course must meet before it can be approved by the cur-
riculum committee as writing intensive, such as a minimum number of writ-
ing assignments with a minimum number of total required words across the
term. This requirement then gets written into various administrative docu-
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ments including the university catalogue and various student advisement;
documents. Students read these documents (or are reminded by advisors
at critical junctures) and know they have to locate and register for courses
that will fulfill those requirements if they hope to graduate. Memos and
other administrative documents are sent to the faculties of various depart-
ments to encourage them to offer such courses. The faculty of those depart-
ments write syllabi indicating that students will be required to write the
requisite number of assignments and words. Further, the faculty are likely
to shape those assignments in relation to the intellectual challenges of their.
subject matter and the goals of the course such as improving students' abil-
ity to understand and use economic models or to interpret 17th-century
Spanish verse. The faculty then submit these syllabi for review by faculty
committees, according to procedures set out in other administrative docu-
ments. Once the appropriate committee approves, the approval is noted in
the minutes of the committee, in future editions of the catalogue, and each
term's schedule of courses available for registration. Students then register
and take these courses using typical registration forms and procedures; at
the end of the term the teacher submits grades on an officialgrade sheet to
be inscribed on the student's permanent record. When students get near
graduation, these records will be reviewed by some officialwho will,among
other things, add up whether six of these writing intensive courses have
been taken. If all graduation requirements have been met, students gain di-
plomas useful for,graduate school admissions, employment, and hanging
on a wall. Ifnot, students will be notified they need to take more courses.
In this sequence of events, many texts have been produced. But even

more Significantly, many social facts have been produced. These facts
wouldn't have existed except that people have made them so by creating
texts: graduation requirements, course syllabi definingthe work of the vari-
ous courses, criteria for courses to be labeled writing intensive, lists of ap-
proved courses, each student's record of writing intensive courses, and so
on. In this cycle of texts and activities, we see well articulated organiza-
tional systems within which specific kinds of texts flow in anticipatable
paths with easily understood and familiar consequences (at least to those
people who are familiar with university life),We have highly typified genres
of documents and highly typified social structures within which those docu-
ments create social facts that affect the actions•.Jjghts. and obligations of
others. --- . .

When we look inside the courses where the required writing is actually
clone,we see even more typified structures in which writing takes place. In
each course we have identifiable cycles of texts and activities, shaped by
the syllabus, plans, assigned textbooks and readings, and assignment sheets
which structure expectations and consequences. Typically, much of the
first class of each course is taken up by laying out these expectations de-
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fined in the syllabus. Students then typically project how the course willun-
fold, how much work will be required, and whether the experience will be
interesting and/or worthwhile in order to decide whether to. stay in the
course or replace it with another. Later in this chapter we look more
closely at courses as structured activity systems built upon an infrastruc-
ture of genred texts.
This extended example suggests how each text is embedded within

structured social activities and depends on previous texts that influence
the social activity and organization. Further, this example suggests how
each text establishes conditions that somehow are taken into account in
consequent activities. The texts within this exa!!1.£!.~~t!Lr:galitl~, or
facts, for student~d t~~~!te~ liv!'E.9th'in-wh~tt~y'~!,.p.!!~.!!lysta~ and in
-t11eSfiUctlires-'ofrelationship and activity they establish ·irnplicitlysiI!!ply
by fitting togetner-fii-a-iiOrganized'way'onUeTacfiSiiEcesSfuftexf-creates
lor Its·reaaersasocfanacrTfle"-soCla-flactSconsist of meaningful social ac-
tions being accomplished through language, or speech acts. These actsare
carried out in patterned, typical, and therefore intelligibletextual forms or
genres, which are related to other texts and genres that occurin related cir-
cumstances. Together the text types fit together as genre sets within genre
systems, which are part of systems of human activity. I explain more pre-
cisely what I mean by each of these terms in the next section.
Understanding these genres and how they work in the systems and cir-

cumstances they were designed for, can help you as a writer fulfill the
needs of the situation, in ways that are understood and speak to the expec-
tations of others. Understanding the acts and facts created by texts can also
help you understand when seemingly well-written.texts go wrong, when
those texts don't do what they need to do. Such an understanding can also
help you diagnose and redesign communicative activity systems__to deter-
mine whether a particular set of document used at certain momentsIs re-
dundant or misleading, whether new documents need to be added,or
whether some details of a genre might be modified.It can also help you <I;
cide when you need to write innovatively to accomplish something Ile'-Vor
different.· . ' .
Understanding the form and flow of texts in genre and activity $yste~s

can even help you understand how to disrupt or changethe systems by the
deletion, addition, or modification of a document type. While Ji1i~may
tempt textual mischief, it also provides the tools for thjnkingabollt,§oclCiI
creativity in making new things happen in new ways:'If,for eJ{alJl,ple,y~:)tJ
are sitting around with friends after dinner, you may have a choi¢e~f.plll.-
ing out the TV listings,mentioning the newspaper's lead politicaI~tQ.ry,t~k~
ing out the book of photos of your last trip, or turning on-the'~ornp1.}.teit9
look at the latest Website. By introducing these differenttexts pot()v.ly.~r~
you introducing different topics, you are introducing diffc:!re~t~ct,vitie~h

" ' "," \ -'. ' , ',. s.." :,--' '; :'·:':"-:;',-i-,<':" :~':_;.:::')
"\,.i:,,.,:,.',.1..r.:;'''z'.:.C,~.0.~:'''',,:; .'" '';,,~
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interactional patterns, attitudes, and relationships. The choice of a text may -
influence whether you make bets and wisecracks over a football game, de-
bate politics, admire or envy each others' adventures, or make schemes for
your own shared projects. Once one of these patterned activities are taken
up they can shape opportunities of interaction until the mood is brokenand
a new activity is installed. In a classroom, a teacher's lessons often serve to
define genres and activities, thereby shaping learning opportunities and ex-
pectations.

BASIC CONCEPTS

SociQI Facts Qndthe Definition of the Situation. Social facts are those
things people believe to be true, and therefore bear on how they define a
situation. People then act as though these facts were true.' The sociologist
W. l. Thomas (1923) states it so: "If [people] define situations as real, they
are real in their consequences." If people believe that their country has
been offended or threatened by another country, they may even go to war
over what they believe to be fact. Sometimes these social facts bear on our
understanding of the physical world. As long as some people believe Elvis
is around they will act as though it were true, even though most people ac- .
cepthts burial as definitive. Even statements that are socially held as scien-
tifically verified, may not be recognized by some people as true. So even
though it is well established that airplanes do fly and have safety records
far better than land vehicles, many people do not securely believe such
facts andpreferto go by train.
More often though social facts bear on subjects that are primarily mat-

ters of social understanding, such as whether or not a mayor has authority
to make certain decisions and act in a certain way. That authority is based
on a series of historically developed political, legal, and social understand-
. ings, arrangements, and institutions. As long as people continue to believe
in the legitimacy of those understandings, arrangements, and institutions,
they will accept the mayor's authority in appropriate circumstances. These
social facts are a kind of self-fulfillingprophecy, for the more the mayor
seems to exercise legitimate authority, the more people are likely to recog-
nize and grant that authority. Under certain conditions, however, such as
after a conviction for felony or after-the violent overthrow of a government,
people may no longer respect the authority of that mayor.
Very often social facts bear onthe words people speak or write and on

the force the utterance carries. If all the students in the class understand
the teacher's syllabus to require a paper to be turned in on a certain day,
they will act on this. If, on the other hand, they all understand him to have
said during one class that the deadline can be extended, many will likely
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pursue what they perceive as a new option. The professor mayor may not
share this social belief about what was said, with consequences for conflict
-or cooperation. Similarly,if my friend and I believe we have made a bet by
saying the right verbal formulas in the right situation, then one of us will
pay up the other at the appropriate moment. On the other hand, if I believe
a bet was beingmade, and my friend only believes we were making a joke,
then there is no shared social fact and conflict may result.
Similarly,my right to attend .acollege may depend on whether I had en-

rolled properly, whether I had sent in a,check to pay back tuition, whether I
had received a diploma from high school, and a whole list of other social
facts determined by texts. In order to be allowed to attend, I need to re-
spect the institution's definition of required social facts and then be able to
produce acceptable textual tokens of each. If, for example,J claim that in
Iactl had taken a course at another school but there. is no record of it,or
the new school rejects the record of that course, we do not share that
course as a social fact. For institutional purposes it might as well have been
a figment of my imagination.
As discussed in chapter 4, intertextuality often seeks to create a snared

understanding of what people have said before and what the current situa-
tion is. That is, intertextual reference can attempt to establish the social
facts upon which the writer is attempting to make a new statement. In mak-
ing a plea to the registrar of my school Iwill need to bring transcripts from
the prior institution. perhaps copies of syllabi, and maybe letters from cur-
rent professors indicating I have the skills that would come from having
taken that course.
Many of the social facts, such as the ones described in the last several

examples hinge on speech acts, whether certain verbal formulations.were
accurately and properly done. Ifproperly accomplished, these words are to
be taken as fully completed acts that should be respected as having been
done.

Speech Acts. The philosopher John Austin in his book,How to Do Things
with Words, argued that words not only mean things, they do things. His ar-
gument builds on such examples as two-frIendsm-ciJdng'-apronlise or a
preacher declaring a pair of people married. These acts are done just by
the words themselves. As a result of a set ofwords said at the proper time
in the proper circumstances by the proper person, someone will be obli-
gated todo something, or the life arrangements of two people will change.
In considering written documents, you might equally saythat applying for a
bank loan is carried out purely in the words and numbers you use to fillout
and submit the application. Equally, the bank's approval is simply accom-
plished by a letter being issued saying you have been approved. From such
striking examples Austin goes on to argue that every statement does some-
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thing, even if only to assert a certain state of affairs is true. Thus, all utter,
ances embody speech acts. .
Ofcourse for our words to carry out their acts these words must be said

by the right people, in the right situation, with the right set of understand-
ings. If two potential bettors were strangers likely not to meet after the foot"
.ball game, if no stakes were set, if the event wagered upon had already
passed, if the context and intonation suggested a joke rather than a formal
bet, or if a thousand other things were not right, one or another of the par-
ties might not believe a real and proper bethad been made. Similarly,.ltthe
person making a marriage declaration were not a member of the clergy or
judiciary with power in this jurisdiction, or if the people were not legallyeli-
gible for marriage with each other, or if they were taking part in a dramatjc
performance, there would be no real and binding marriage. A loan applica-
tion by someone under 18 is not a legal application and a letter of approval
signed by the night janitor at the bank or that does not set terms of repay-
ment is not a real approval. All these represent· "felicity" conditions that
must be right in order for the speech act to succeed. Without the felicity
conditions being met, the act would not be an act, or at least the same sort
of act. Austin and John Searle, who continued the analysis of speech acts,
pointed out that speech acts operate at three levels. First is the locutionary
act, which includes a propositional act. The locutionary act is literally what
is said. So in saying that "it is a bit chilly in this room," I am reporting on a
state of affairs and making a certain proposition about the temperature in
the room.
Quite possibly the act I was attempting to accomplish, however, was to

request my host to raise the thermostat. Or perhaps Iwas disagreeing with
the rather "cold" remarks being made about someone. By speaking indi-
rectly I intended mywords to have a specific illocutionary force, which I a$-
sume others would recognize given the immediate circumstances and the
manner of delivery of the sentence. The act I intend my hearer to recognize
is the illocutionary act.
The listeners, however, may take my comments to mean something else

entirely, such as a complaint about the stinginess of the host or an attempt
to change the subject of an unpleasant discussion. Their own further re-
sponses will take into account what they thought Iwas doing, and not neces-
sarily what I thought I was doing, or even what I literally said. Howpeople
take up the acts an~,c~et!:.LI1}jPJ~~ttt~,,~~:m~~gl!~n£~~QU!tq!..e£t.(m:J\il!!L~jD::
J~~~!r.~~JI"sali~h~,pirtQ~Y!iJ)J!m,,~ff~ft. To make the issue even more
.complicated, listeners may not be happy or cooperative with what they un-
derstand me to be doing, and in their further utterances and acts they may
not go along with it. I may intend to request an adjustment of the thermo-
stat, and the host may even understand my request, but still might then say
something like, "I have been reading how energy shortages may lead to in-
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ternational economic instability." Where did that come from?Why is the
host reporting on his economics reading? Perhaps he is trying to tell me
that he does not want to waste fuel and intends to keep toe thermostat low.
This three-leveled analysis of speech acts-what was literally stated, the

inte~ded act, and actual effect+is also applicable to written texts. Youmay
write a letter too, friend telling of the latest events in your life, but your illo-
'!'" ~ .__ ....,.......,~~-------.- .M__ "-
cutionary ~.~~E~.!!'~Yb!.!9.!!l_~~!!!.i!.iJl..a.19.w..:kt:~!E!~!l.c!:;~!p.grto trigger an an-
'~mg ..~!t~rthaL:WQYlqI~Y~~l~h~JheI.~g..!,';~~t~i_~.P.E?b.!.~~...~a~.l:Je.enre-
solved. And the reader's perlocutio~ary uptake may be that she believes
that you miss her greatly anq~are ./ mg to rekindle an intense romance. So
as not to encourage you; she m never write back.
This three-leveled analysis .f speech acts also allows us to understand

the status of claims or representations made within texts about states 01 af-
fairs in the world-the propositional acts, as Searle 'calls them. Many texts
assert propositions, such as a new scientific Undingabout the health value
of chocolate, or the news "facts" of a public demonstration, or the "true
meaning" 01 a poem. Thus the illocutionaryforce is to gain acceptanceot
the propositional act. However, only under some conditions will the read-
ers believe these assertions as fact. In the case of the wondrous effects of
chocolate,if there are contrary scientific findings or obvio\J,sflaws in the
procedures followed,or the authors have no medical credentials, or it it be-
comes known they received major funding from the chocolate manufac-
turer's association, the proposition may well not be accepted by enough
relevant readers to achieve status as a "tact." Other conditions may effect
how people take up the assertions about news events or literary interpreta-
tion. The only perlocutionary effect may remain that the proposition is seen
only as a dubious assertion. With only that more limited act accomplished,
the resulting social fact will only be that the authors are trying to convince
certain people of this or that claim. If,however, the authors do gain wide ac-
ceptance, new social facts about the value of chocolate, an historical event,
or the meaning of a poem will be established until someone undermines
those facts or replaces them with new "truths." When viewed through this
analysis, the matter of arguing for the truth of propositions becomes a mat-
ter of meeting those felicityconditions that will lead the relevant audiences
to accept your claims as true, thus matching the perlocutionary effectwith
your illocutionary intent.

:r

Typification and Genres. The three-leveled distinction among what we
s~y or write, wh~!._~.ill!~..QJ2.3~SS2mp.E~h.~,,~.h,~t~.~.s~~.?~..~~~te,·and
wl1~ople understand us \0 be attempting points out how much our in-....,.'~'i..__ -., ,. " .., ,;,,; ,' ., ,.' .'.' .
tentlQns may be misunderstood and just how difficultmay be coordinating
our actions with each other. The lack of coordination is potentially much
worse when 'fie are communicating by writing, for we cannot see each
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other's gestures and mood, nor can we immediately see the other's uptake
in a perlocutionary effect that does not match our ilIocutionary intent. That
is, we can't notice our host immediately saying, "Oh, Ididn't realize that you
were uncomfortable" and step toward the thermostat, when we only
wished to be ironic about the nasty turn in the conversation. Ifwe spot mis-
understandings in face-to-face situations, then we can always repair the
damage with a comment like, "Oh, I was just joking."But in writing the op-
portunities for repair are usually extremely limited, even ifwe haveenough
information to suspect we may have been misunderstood.
_.2~_~_":Ya~_w~~h,~lp ..~QQrglm!t~o!:1r~p.~.~C:::.1:!acts ~i!h~~h ..Q.th~LisJ:o
act in typic~}w..aY~_~e.Y~~§.!!ll.e92g!!l~~~L~§'_C!S:.£QmR!.i§gj.!!s..C:::.~!'.ti!!!!."{!Sl~jn
certain circumstances. Ifwe find a certain kind of utterance or text seems to
--WOrkwell-in a situation and be understo~d in a certain way, when we see
another similar situation we are likely to say or write something similar. If
we start following~~I!!.~~~.!..<:~!~!:.P~t_t~!n~,,~tl~tother E~~plt; ~re.!amiliar
with, they may recognize more easily what ~E! are saying and trying to ac-
·c:§iji~e!t~!f.,:::rheri\ve·ca~·~nticipat~better ~hat their reactiorls'~illbeii~e
followed these standardized, recognizable forms. These patterns are rnutu-
ally reinforcing. Recognizable, self-reinforcing forms of communication
emerge as genres.
In creating typified forms or genres, we also come to typify the situations

we find ourselves in. Ifwe recognize that when a guest in someone else's
house comments about bodily discomfort, the host typically understands
that as an obligation to make the guest feel comfortable, then we can adjust
our comments so as not to say things that would mistakenly put our host in
a state of obligation. The typification gives a certain shape and meaning to
the circumstances and directs the kinds of actions that will ensue.
This process of moving to standardized forms of utterances that are rec-

ognized as carrying out certain actions in certain circumstances and to
standard understandings of situations is called typification. Thus in some
professions if we wish to seek a position, we need to prepare a resume or
curriculum vitae to list all the relevant facts and professional accomplish-
ments of our life and to highlight our desirable qualities for the potential
employer. Standard formats direct us toward what information to present,
such as address, education, and prior experience. The standard format also
directs us how to present that information. Followingthe standard format,
as well, helps the employer find and interpret the information. Further,
there are standard differences in format for different professions. In aca-
demic employment, publications and research take a central role, whereas
in business listing responsibilities in each prior position and a record of
specific training and skills are often important. Of course, even within the
standard forms people try to express their particular characteristics and
make their resume distinctive and memorable, so as to stand out from the

",":'
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others. Yet as soon as someone invents a new element or format that seems
to work, it is likelyto be picked up by others and become fairly standard
within that field.Such,for example, is the newly established practice on re-
sumes for a number of professions of listing computer programs one is fa-
miliar with.
The definition of genre presented here is a little different from the every-

day sense we have of genres, but is consistent with it. As we walk through
life we recognize very rapidly texts as being one or another familiar kind,
usually because we recognize some features of the text that signal us what
kind of message to expect. On an envelope, bulk rate postage and slogans
signal us about junkmail advertisements and solicitations; a memo format
signed by someone high up in the organizationsignals an announcement or
directive. Sowe tend to identify and define genres by those special signal-
ing features, and then all the other textual features that we expect to follow.
This identification of genres through features is very useful knowledge

for us to interpret and make sense of documents, but it gives us an incom-
plete and misleadingview of genres. Byseeing genres as only characterized
by a fixed set ofIeatures we come to view genres as timeless and the same
for all viewers. Everybody always knows what we know-right? Wrong.
Common knowledge changes over time as genres and situations change;
"common knowledge"even varies from person to person, or even the same
person in different situations and moods. The definition of genres only as a
set of textual features ignores the role of individuals in using and making
meaning. It ignores differences of perception and understanding, the cre-
ative use of communications to meet perceived novel needs in novel cir-
cumstances, and the changing of genre understanding over time.
We can reach a deeper understanding of genres ifwe understand them

as psycho-social recognition phenomena that are parts of processes of so-
cially organized activities. Genres are only the types individuals recognize
as being used by themselves and others. Genres are what we believe they
are. That is, they are social facts about the kinds of speech acts people can
make and the ways they can make them. Genres arise in social processes of
people trying to understand each other well enough to coordinate activities
and share meanings for their practical purposes.
Genres typifymany things beyond textual form.They are part of the way

that humans give shape to social activity. When you are at a football game
and recognize that the crowd is taking up a chant for your team, as youj9~n
in you are being drawn into the spectacle and emotions of the community,'
athletic event. Asyou read and are convinced by the political pamphlet of-a
candidate for Congress you are being drawn into a world of politics and citi-"••
zenship. As you learn to read and use research articles of your fieldyouar>e
drawn into a professional way of being and work. When anewWebsj~ec:l~
velops and attracts attention, your local community service organizatiQ~

r..",..:,'.',~
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may evolve into a clearinghouse for corporate donation of excess products.
You and your fellowvolunteers may then findyourselves drawn into an en-
tirely new set of activities and roles.
To characterize how genres fit into and comprise larger organizations,

roles, organizations, and activities, several overlapping concepts have been.
proposed, each grabbing a different aspect of this configuration: genre set,
genre system and activity system.
A Genre Set is the collection of types of texts someone in a particular

role is likely to produce. In cataloging all the genres someone in a profes-
sional role is likely to speak and write, you are identifying a large part of
their work. Ifyou find out a civil engineer needs to write proposals, work or-
ders, progress reports, quality test reports, safety evaluations, and a lim-
ited number of other similar documents, you have gone a long way toward
identifying the work they do. If you then can figure out what skills are
needed to be able to write those reports (including the mathematical, meas-
uring, and testing skills that are needed to produce the figures, designs, cal-
culations, etc. in the reports) you will have identified a large part ofwhat a
civil engineer has to learn to do that work competently. Ifyou identify all
the forms of writing a student must engage in to study, to communicate
with the teacher and classmates, and to submit for dialogue and evaluation,
you have defined the cornpetences, challenges, and opportunities for learn-
ing offered by that course.
A Genre System is comprised of the several genre sets of people work-

ing together in an organized way, plus the patterned relations in the pro-
duction, flow, and use of these documents. A genre system captures the
regular sequences of how one genre followson another in the typical com"
munication flows of a group of people. The genre set written by a teacher of
a particular course might consist of a syllabus, assignment sheets, personal
notes on readings, notes for giving lectures and lesson plans for other kinds
of classes, exam questions, email announcements to the class, replies to in-
dividual student queries and comments, comments and grades on student
papers, and grade sheets at the end of the term. Students in the same
course would have a somewhat different genre set: notes of what was said
in lectures and class, notes on reading, clarifications on assignment sheets
and syllabus, email queries and comments to the professor and/or class-
mates, notes on library and data research for assignments, rough drafts
and final copies of assignments, exam answers, letters requesting a change
of grade. However, these two sets of genres are intimately related and flow
in predictable sequences and time patterns. The instructor is expected to
distribute the syllabi on the first day and assignment sheets throughout-the
term. Students then ask questions about the expectation in class or over
email, and then write clarifications on the assignment sheets. The assign-
ment sheets in turn guide student work in collecting data, visiting the li-
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brary, and developing their assignments. The pace of their work picks up as
the assignment deadline approaches. Once assignments are handed in, the
professor comments on and grades them. Similarlythe instructor prepares,
then delivers lectures and classes. Students are expected to take notes 01)
readings beforehand and then on what the instructor says in class; then
they study those notes on class and readings before the various quizzes
and exams. Typicallythe instructor looks at the lectures and assigned read-
ings in order to write questions for quizzes and exams. The students then
take the exam and the teacher grades them. At the end of the term the in-
structor calculates by some formula the sum of all the grades to produce
the content of the grade sheet, which is submitted to the registrar to enter
into an institutional system of genres.
This system of genres is also part of the system of activity of the class.

In defining the system of genres people engage in you' also identify a frame-
work which organizes their work, attention, and accomplishment. In some
situations spoken genres dominate, but as you move up the educational
ladder and into the professional world, the system of written genres be-
come especially important. In some activities physical aspects take ona
highly visible and central role, and the spoken and written genres are pe-
ripheral or supportive rather than central. Playing basketball may be
mostly about moves and ball handling, but there are rules, strategies,
cheers, league organization, and newspaper reporting which engage spo-
ken and written genres. Factory production similarly is closely tied to or-
ders, control and quality reports, production records, machine instruc-
tions, and repair manuals. In knowledge-based fields, such 'as medicine, and
especially fields where-the primary product is making and distributions of
symbols, such as journalism, then the activity system is centrally organized
around written documents.
Considering the activity system in addition to the genre system puts a fo-

cus on what people are doing and how texts help people do it, rather than
on texts as ends in themselves. In educational settings, activity puts the fo-
cus on questions such as how students build concepts and knowledge
through solvingproblems, how instructional activities make knowledgeand
opportunities for learning available, how instructors support and structure
learning, and how and for what purposes student abilities are assessed.

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

The textual analysis in this chapter aims at genre and the larger aggrega-
tions (genre sets, genre systems, and activity systems) that genres are part
of The concepts of social fact and speech act provide a basis for under-
standing the analytical approach of this chapter. We do not, however, in
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this chapter provide focused analytic tools for investigating social facts and
speech acts. Empirical research and analysis of social facts and speech acts
would raise many additional methodological concerns of sociology, anthro-
pology, and linguistics than we have space for here. To keep ourtask sim-
pler, we will keep our analytical focus at the level of genre, and particularly
genres of written texts, setting aside methodological issues that pertaln pri-
marily to spoken utterances.
Before getting to methods of studying written genres, however, we need

to address one issue that arises from considering extended written genres
as speech acts. The concept of speech acts was developed by Austin and
Searle using brief utterances, for the most part spoken. Linguists and lin-
guistic anthropologists who have used the concept of speech act in the
their investigations typically have stayed with brief spoken utterances-typ-
ically of the length of a short sentence. The shortness of the utterance
makes the task of identifying distinct propositional and illocutionaryacts
simple. A single sentence can be seen as making a single request, or a single
bet, or a single claim, and little more. And the immediate response possible
in spoken interaction gives strong clues about the perlocutionary uptake of
the listener. Further the initial speaker's response can give evidence of
whether he or she felt the intent or force of the initial statement was under" .
stood correctly (i.e., whether the perlocutionary force was close or distant
from the illocutionary intent).
Written texts typically do not have these advantages for analysis. Written

texts are typically longer than a single sentence. The sentences within the
texts themselves are typically longer and more complex. So that each sen-
tence may contain many acts, and the many sentences of a text compound
the problem infinitely. Nonetheless, we usually see the overall text as having
a single or few dominant actions that define its intent and purpose, that w~
take up as the perlocutionary effect or the fact of social accomplishment for
the text. An application to graduate school can be seen as the aggregate of
writing numerous identifying and descriptive facts about ourselves, boasting
about our accomplishments, presenting our thoughts about our professional
goals, photocopying a paper completed earlier in our schooling, requesting
several people to write letters of recommendation, fillingout forms to several
institutions to forward our scores and record, and writing a check to cover
the application fee. How do we as analysts recognize this aggregate genre,
with the actions and contexts implied?
Further, written texts usually provide little immediate evidence of the

reader's uptake. That uptake may be more complex and considered than in
response to spoken utterances because the reader may find varying mean-
ings and develop multiple responses in reading through the long text. The
reader then may ponder the text for some longer period. Because the
reader's response is usually separated in time and space from the moment
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ofwriting, and is often buried within the privacy of silent reading, the writer
may gain little evidence of any reader's uptake. Furthermore, even with
knowledge of readers' uptake, the writer usually has few opportunities for
corrections, repairs, or elaborations to resolve misunderstandings or differ-
ences between illocutionary intent and perlocutionary effect. Finally,a writ-
ten. text more easily than a spoken utterance can travel into entirely new
situations where it may serve unanticipated uses for new readers, as when
a private email gets spread around the Internet, or a politician's medical

r~cords get into the press.
This methodological dilemma of identifying speech acts in written

texts is similar to the dilemma we face as readers and writers of texts.
How do we make sense out of the complexity, indeterminacy, and contex-
tual multiplicity that a text presents us with? We use genre and typifications
to help us with just this sort of dilemma. As readers and writers we use
whatever we have learned through our lives about texts, text types, and sit-
uation types to get a sense of the text at hand and to attribute a dominant
action for each. text. But there are serious methodological difficulties with
relying totally on our "native speaker intuitions" as anything more than a
first approximation. Technically, relying on our intuitions already makes us
assume many of the things we want to investigate. We are already assuming
that everybody understands these texts exactly as we understand them-
that they share exactly the same kind and level of textual and social knowl-
edge, and that we all share the same textual culture. This in a sense as-
sumes the problem of genre understanding is always trivial and always
solved-and in fact requires no education, socialization, or acculturation. If
we all understood each other's texts so easily and well, many teachers
would be out of a job. But mutual understanding of texts is not so easily
achieved. Genre studies are needed precisely because we do not under-
stand the genres and activities of unfamiliar fields that are important to us
or to our students. Even those genres and activity systems that We already
are to some degree familiar with could bear more analysis, so that we can
act more effectively and precisely with a more articulated sense of what is

going on.So how do we get out of this dilemma of multiple understandings of gen-
res and acts? How do we move beyond our "naturalized" user's view of gen-
res and activity systems to a more carefully researched, observed, ana-
lyzed knowledge? How do we incorporate an understanding of the practices
and knowledge of others-and then understand how these very practices
come about and are learned? This is essentially the methodological prob-
lem of genre studies to which there is no simple and quick answer. Rather
we have only a bootstrapping operation of increasing our knowledge and
perspective through research such as examining more texts in amoreregu-
larized way; ir).terviewing and observing more writers and readers, and
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ethnographically documenting how texts are used in organizations. The
richer and more empirical a picture develops, the less we are dependent on
the limitations of our Own experience and training, The following method-
ological comments are aimed precisely at expending our perspective on '
genres and the systems they are part of.

Methodological Issues and Analytic Tools: What Is a Genre and How
Do You Know One? Over the last few pages I have developed a compli-
cated answer to something we recognize every day in fairly straightforward
ways. When we look at documents we notice certain features that seem to
signal them to us as belonging to one genre or another and therefore at.'
tempting to accomplish a certain kind of interaction with us.
You get a mail offer for a credit card, You immediately recognize what it

is, perhaps without even opening the envelope. How do you do this? It is in
a standard envelope, but with the glassine window for the address, so We
recognize it as business or institutional. We recognize the bulk rate post-
age, and know it is some kind of impersonal solicitation. We notice the offer
to lower Our interest rates. We already know that inside the envelope we
will find an application for a credit card along with a letter. Even more we
know whether we want to have anything to do with what they are offering.
You walk into a cafeteria and glance at a newspaper lying on a table. You

immediately know many things about what it will contain and what the arti-
cles will look like, the style they will be in, how they will be organized, and
even where in the newspaper different kinds of articles will be found. Again,
this quickly assessed knowledge helps us structure what we do with that
newspaper.

Most genres have easy to notice features that signal you about the kind
of text it is. And often these features are closely related to major functions
or activities carried out by the genre. The bold newspaper headlines men-
tioning major events are designed to grab your attention by pointing out
the exciting news that you will wanttoread more about. The date and place
of the story lets you know where in the world the news comes from (of
course this really only became an important feature after telegraph and
other forms of distant Communication made the newspaper more than a lo-
cal report). The lead sentence typically gives you who, what, where, and
when so you can decide whether to read on about the details. The cheap
paper is chosen because the paper's content gets old fast, and newspapers
are usually thrown out within a couple of days. These features direct how
we attend to the newspaper and even how long we keep it.
Because genres are recognizable by their distinctive features and those

features seem to tell us so much about the function, it is tempting to see
genres just as a collection of these features. We then are tempted to ana-
lyze the genres by picking out those regular features we notice and tell a
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story about the reason for these features, based on our knowledge of the
world. Much, in fact, can be learned about familiar genres current in our
time and community by proceeding in this way, but only because they are
part of our immediate cultural world. There are, however, limitations' and
problems with identifying and analyzing genres by making up plausible rea-
sons for easily spotted features.
First, it limits us to understanding those aspects of genre we are already

aware of.
Second, it ignores how people may see each text in different ways,' be-

cause of their different knowledge of genres, thedlfferent systems they are
part of, the different positions and attitudes they have about particular gen-
res, or their different activities at the moment, A wanted poster, for exam-:
ple, is read very differently by and 'has very different meanings for an FBI
agent, a parent nervous about the safety of children, and the fugitive, Re-
searchers in a particular field, for another example, may be able to distin-
guish many different kindsof articles that appear in the journals of their
field, while graduate students may only recognize a few, which they will not
understand the full implications of. How is a review of the literature at a re-
search front that appears in a top research journal different from a text-
book review or a seminar-assigned review of literature? First-year under-
graduates may not even know research literatures exist and may think all
scientific writing looks like the textbooks they are familiar with. In the busi-
ness world, someone familiar with the texts that circulate in an insurance
company may not be so familiar with those in awholesale hardware opera-
tion. Even within the same industry sets of typical documents may vary in
significant respects from one company to another.
Third, such a collecting of features may make it appear that these fea-

tures of the text are ends in themselves, that every use of a text is meas-
ured against an abstract standard of correctness to the form rather than
whether it carries out the work it was designed to do. If a news article is
printed on high quality paper is it less a news article? If it does not list the.
"who, what, where, and when" in the opening paragraph is it seriously
faulted? Of course, every example of a genre may vary inparticulars of con-
tent, situation, and writer intent; which may leadto differences in the form.
Yet we still use our genre knowledge to understand it. We may even use
multiple genre models to understand and use it. The features and genres in-
voked have their only justification and motive in the understanding and ac"'
tivity that occurs between people, and finally whatever works, counts ..
Fourth, consequently, the view of genre that simply makes it a collection

of features obscures how these features are flexible in any instance or even
how the general understanding of the genre! can change over time, as peo-
ple orient to evolving patterns. Students writing papersforcourses have a
wide variety of ways of fulfilling the assignment, and may even bend the as-
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signment as long as they can get their professor or grader to go along with
the change. Newspaper stories now have a different "feel" than those of a
century ago-which can be attributed to changes in the understanding of ar-
ticles-such as the expectation of rapid communication, the quick dating of
stories, the recognition of the role of celebrity and famous people, the criti-cal culture.

To deal with these issues, then, we can suggest several different ap-
proaches to identifying and analyzing genres that go beyond the cataloging
of features of genres that we already recognize. .
First, to go beyond those features we are already aware of, we can use

a variety of less obvious linguistic, rhetorical, or organizational analytical
concepts to examine a collection of texts in the same genre. In that way we
can discover if there are consistencies within a genre that go beyond the
. most obvious identifying features. By examining typical patterns of subject
and verbs, we may, for example, consider whether or not state education
standards attribute agency, and of what sort to students, or whether those
documents put most of the decision making in the hands of teachers, or ad-
ministrators, or abstract principles of knowledge, Or we may see how sci-
ence textbooks use graphic images and tables and compare those uses to
those in more professional scientific documents to see whether students
are being given the Opportunity to become familiar with scientific practices.
of graphic representation. Most of the methods of textual analysis in this
book can be considered with respect to genre, although not all of them will
necessarily reveal a pattern in any particular genre.
Second, to consider variation in different situations and periods, we

can extend the sample to include a larger number and range of texts that
still might be considered within the same genre. More examples allow us to
see how the form of the text varies. Even more importantly, if you are able
to. gain information about the rhetorical situation of each of the examples,
you can analyze how those variations are related to differences in the situa-
tion and the interaction being carried out in the situation.
We may further consider how there may be patterned differences be.

tween what is called the same genre in different areas or fields. Ifwe start
looking at experimental research articles in biology and psychology we Can
notice characteristic differences between them. Wemay then consider the
way in which these are the same genres and the extent to which you might
consider them different. And we can then consider how differences in the
form are related to differences in the social and activity organization of thefields.

Similarly,we can compare front-page news articles in different countries
to consider the different roles news takes within the differingpolitical,eco-
.nomic,and social lives found in those countries. Or we can compare front-
page stories in a national paper of record like the New York Times and a tab-
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loid or a local paper. These kinds of investigations willreveal how expecta-
tion of genres can become highly specialized in different areas, how what
people recognize is very much a local cultural matter, and how news enters
into the complex of organized life activities.
Another way to extend your sample is to look historically.With sufficient

examples of the genre over time, we can get a sense 01how the.genre un-
derstandings change as a field and historical context change. These
changes may be so great that the names of the genres change or very differ-
ent things count as a genre. The earliest scientific articles lookmore like let-
ters than anything wesee now in Physics Reoieio. The more we hold all
other aspects of the situation constant, the more we can see how much of
the change is due to changes in genre understanding. To compare news sto-
ries from a century ago to today, it helps to look at newspapers from the
same size town with the same level of readership in a similar region, so as
to identify what differences are likely to result from historical changes in
newspaper format rather than differences of the audience served.
. Third, to deal with the problem of characterizing genres that Y()U,.lllay
not be .familiar with or that others may understand differently t;ban you
do, you need to gather information not just about the texts. but about other
people's understanding of them. One broad way isto ask people in a certain
field to name the kinds of texts they work with (l.e., to identify their genre
set). Ifyou find that all people in a field make a similar list of kinds of texts
that accountants or insurance clalmsadjusters use, then youmay have
some sense that they do have common understandings, The existence of a
well-knownname for a genre within a world of practice suggests that this is
indeed common knowledge to practitioners, but people may in fact under-
stand somewhat different things by a single shared name. To check the de.
gree of agreement as to understand the particulars of the genre, collecting
samples ofwhat they would consider each of those named genres gives you
a chance to examine how similar they are in form and in function they are.
Sometimes professional or legal or administrative documents define and
specify what must go into various documents and how they are to be used.
Procedures and regulations manuals, for example, may identify 12 kinds of
forms to be filled out, the occasions on which they are to be filled out, and
the manner of completion. However, be careful, because people do not al-
ways do things exactly as the regulations tell them to or they Interpretthe
regulations differently, or they try to accomplish other things beyond the
mandate of the regulations.
Fourth, to extend beyond the explicit understanding of what people in a

field name, in order to see the full range of implicit practice, you can do
ethnographic research in the workplace, classroom, or other site of text
production, distribution, or use. By collecting every text people use oyer a
day, or a week, or a month, as well as noting on what occasions t~ey use
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them, for what purposes, and how they produce, work with, and interpret
these texts, you will get a more complete picture of their textual worlds. If
you do this, make sure you are as complete as possible, including such
things as email messages, personal notes jotted on the margins of other
forms, or other things people might not consider formal documents worth
noting. Interviewing people in the process of using texts can give you fur-
ther insight into the meanings, intentions, uptakes, and activity of the par-
ticipants.
In the course of this ethnographic work you may also record the se-

quence particular documents come in, in relation to which activities, and
which documents are referred to in the course of reading and writing each
new document. This data will help you document and understand the genre
set, genre system, and activity system. Examining the genre set allows you
to see the range and variety of the writing work required within a role,
and to identify the genre knowledge and writing skills needed by someone
to accomplish that work. Examining the genre system allows you to under-
stand the practical, functional, and sequential interactions of documents.
Understanding these interactions also allows you to see how individuals
writing any new text are intertextuaJly situated within a system and how
their writing is directed by genre expectations and supported by systemic
resources. Finally, considering the activity system enables you to under-
stand the total work accomplished by the system and how each piece of
writing contributes to '\he total work. Analysis of genre and activity sys-
tems also allows you to evaluate the effectiveness of the total systems and
the appropriateness of each of the genred documents in carrying forward
that work. This analysis could help you determine whether any change in
any of the documents, distribution, sequence, or flowmight improve the to-
tal activity system. /

METHODOLOGICAL GUIDELINES: HOW TO FRAME
AND PURSUE A GENRE INVESTIGATION

1. Frame your purposes and questions to Limit your focus. As with any form of
research and analysis the first and most important task is knowing why
you are engaged in the enterprise and what questions you hope to an-
swer by it. Depending on your purposes, what you have access to, the
amount of time and energy you can commit to the project, you may carry
out an investigation at any of the levels discussed in the previous section.
Each level has its problems and benefits. No one is right or wrong. You just
need tobe aware of the limits and values of each.
2. Define your Corpus. Once you know what you are looking for and why,

the next task is to identify the specific texts or collections you want to ex-
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amine, making them extensive enough to provide substantial evidence in
making claims, but not too broad to become unmanageable. There is no
magic equation to determine what gives you adequate evidence of a genre or
stability, but a good rule of thumb is the point of diminishing returns plus a
couple more. That is, the sample size should be large enough that adding ad-
ditional samples will be unlikely to give you major new news or variations.
Once you have found that point, add a couple more just to make sure.
On the other hand, if you are examining the history of a journal, or a

comparison across several subspecialties, your sample should be rich
enough to include more than a few from each period or domain.
Ifyou are gathering the genres from a genre set or a genre system, again

the point of "diminished returns plus a couple" is a good guideline. If the
genres and work are organized withirt a limited and coherent cycle.ithen
you can use that cycle to organize and limit your collecting. For example, in
looking at a class, you may look at the entire cycle of the term's work; or
you may examine the cycle of.texts involved in a single unit or assignment
sequence. you need not examin(;!every student's paper for every assign-
ment, but you should have a reasonable sample of all assignments, all sets
of notes, etc. Ifyou are working with a small peer editing group in the class,
all the texts they work with could define your sample of collected work.

3. Select and apply your analytic tools. Based on tile purposes of your In-
vestigation, you need to select appropriate analytic tools to examine the
c()nsistencies and variations of features, functions, or relations over the col-
lection. These are the tools discussed in the previous section on how to rec-
ognize a genre. As you carry out the analysts. it should be evident whether
you are tapping into some fairly stable patterns of text and activity.
After extenstve collecting and analysis, if no stable patterns e)Jlerge this

may be because of one of two difficulties.

• The collection does not reflect the actual practices of users or a coher-
ent flow of documents. For example, if you collect all texts looked at or
worked on by students sitting in the student center lounge, you may be
tapping into so many different activity systems brought there by stu-
dents Who are just passing through, that you will find no coherence, If
you wanted to get a sense of the many genres that pass through a stu-
dent's Ilte.you might do better to followa single student around over a
day or several days.
• The analytical focus may be misplaced. For example, if you are looking
at television advertisements assuming the purpose is to give informa-
tion about the product, you may find in many ads little product informa-
tion to consider. You may be stymied,because ads often seek variety
and novelty in order to gain the attention of jaded viewers and give little
information. Sometimes the ads withhold even identifying the product
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until the end to keep you wondering. Perhaps, therefore, your analysis
might be better framed around novelty and attention gaining devices.
The drive for attention gaining novelty may be so strong that the recog-
nizable features of ads change very rapidly, which your analysis will
need to take into account.

APPLIED ANALYSIS

The following case demonstrates the value of considering genre, genre sets,
genre systems, and activity systems in evaluating the learning potential and
consequences of a set of classroom activities. I would like to thank Chris
Carrera and Kambiz Ebraham for their help in collecting the data.
Over a 6-week period during the late fall of 1998in a sixth-grade class in a

suburban California public elementary school, students engaged in a social
studies learning unit on the Maya, which was to some degree integrated
with simultaneous learning units in mathematics, language arts, and video
production. As part of this unit they read and wrote a variety of texts. Texts
they wrote included worksheet and outline completions, notes on the read-
ings, quizzes, exams, informational reports (with drafts), collaboratively
written scripts (with drafts) for an adventure story about an expedition to
the land of the Maya, and final reflections on what they learned from the
unit. These documents are the genre set of student writing during this unit.
Each student's genre set was collected in a file of the student's work. The
student work also included art on Mayan sports, a map of an imagined Ma-
yan city, collaboratively built models of the imagined cities, a board game
about the Maya which incorporated words and text (produced by pairs of
collaborating students), and videos of their adventure stories (collabor-
atively produced in teams of about four students each). We can call this an
extended graphic genre set, although all parts were not collected and
placed within the student file of work-suggesting a difference in the evalua-
tion of these productions. Among their readings were a number of assign-
ment sheets and blank worksheets, packets of information about the Maya,
supplementary reference books and Web sites, each other's reports and
drafts of reports, and drafts of their mutually constructed projects and
scripts. Many of these were collected in the student work files.
In traditional terms the aim of this unit could be described as learning

social studies facts and concepts with some reinforcement activities. The
inclusion of the final reports, the worksheets, outlines, exams, and informa-
tion sheets in the work file reinforces that impression. The final reports of
most students were collections of facts gleaned from handouts, textbooks,
encyclopedias, and online reference materials, presented with only minimal
organization and no transition between different topics and the fact sheets,
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quizzes, and exams equally show only the accumulation ot fragmentary
facts and ideas. Only a few students were able to achieve a level of articu-
lated synthesis that gave a sense of totality of vision to their papers. On the
other hand, students seemed to have understood the expectations of the
genre as to require a collection of information. One student, Maria, in
the opening sentences of her paper articulates exactly this understanding

of what she has to do.

Okay, before I pour all this information on you, let me introduce you to the
Maya. They had six prosperous cities: Tulum, Chichen Itza, Uxmal. Mayapan,

Tikal, and Palenque. Got that? Great.
Here comes the rest ...
They were the first people in the New World to have written records. They

also had numbers. One was a dot. . Two was two dots."

This goes on for about 500words presenting information on chronicles, cal-
endars, ball games, human sacrifice, geographic and historical extent, trad-
ing, and demise. In fact, almost all the papers from the class were similar to
Maria's in content, organization, and diction, varying mostly in length and

amount of information reported.
That students had such an understanding of the task and the genre is

not surprising given that the original assignment packet for this unit de-
scribed this assignment only as a "three-page typed report describing the
Mayan culture." This was embedded within a much more elaborate set of
activities, described shortly, but the specifiC genre of this assignment was
very narrow. The narrow information collection focus of this assignment
was reinforced and supported by a number of other activities that oc-
curred between the original assignment and the due date of the paper (De-
cember 4). First, with the assignment packet and in the days after several
handouts were distributed to the class photocopied from reference works
covering history, calendar, religion, number system, sports, cities, sacri-
fice, geography, art, and similar topics. Second, each week in class spe-
cific topics of the information were reviewed, with an informational quiz
on Friday. Third, on November 9, students had to fill out a preprinted in-
formational outline on the Mayan civilization providing four points of in-
formation for each of three categories: The Land and Region; Classic Pe-
riod; Mayan Knowledge (see Fig. 11.1 for Janine's response). Fourth, due
November 30 just before the final reports was a research chart to be filled
out by students working in pairs, first by hand on the worksheet, and then
transcribed on a spreadsheet. For five cities, each pair of students had to
identify the location, record an important discovery, describe the region,
and select an interesting cultural fact. Figure 11.2 is the research chart

produced by Maria and Sau-lin.
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Anc.iellt Maya
Outline

November 9, 1998

You are to complete this outline with information from our Maya
packet, classroom discussions, and research materials. Remember
to keep the information brief and to the point. '

I. Maya Civilization • .
A. The Land and Region

1. \-It\.~ t,~,(l5 co<\d.it;e n$
2. J'v\..i\5 Ie.:> ro.., 11 (Qre61-
3. Mo""+~ i'n.'S .

4. Me.x;u.-f\ ~~eo..~tem ~+t\TC.<;, ~~ Pc.r)"il::'c.L./~
Gj•••.t.""Jo., "'''h I~" G·'·"" I", r,,,,,,,,,, fior>d"", S

6. Classic Period ~-(\ e, rc,,~f'le~ ~co f\.O
1.Bee>i t\'/\' " e'" p.f r '\00 A- D
2.t= IOIA.("le»n ~d.. l.I.'4\h

3. &Choo\<e>

4. f'0o.r~ .ror tn:t&\~~ <tC0dc, .
C:::(\b~ ~r PfQ.d".c,.~ rd,~,011.C. Maya Knowledge . ' ,

1. M~ (:J..b'lrc00 11'IiU'~

2. " I, " /'(\Cc\-\~ m",-tlC.I"I'l~
3." w O-.('<:.:'(~c~v Ie
4. " oil ,vJ'("\t\ (\~

~) of I~ 'b-c"",~c;ja.r~

FIG. Il.l. Informational outline for students to fill in.

The product here is a mechanically organized set of factual fragments,
selected and transcribedtrom the distributed informational sheets. The fur-
ther transcription of this material onto a spreadsheet beyond providing
new technical skills, reinforces the, idea that Information (and research)
consists of such fragments organized into formal categories. Thus it is not
surprising that students understand the final research report as they do
and do not feel challenged to rise to a higher level of synthesis, analysis, or
discussion. ' ,

,

city city research region interesting.
name location information description facts

Uxmal Northwestern The magnificent Rugged The
part of the architecture here terrain, and Magician's
Mexican is adorned with hot ground Pyramid has .
Yucatan. many elaborate been said to be

decorations and built in one
bright colors. night.

Tikal The middle of This sprawling Viny, and Played a
dense jungle, city consists of very colorful soccer type
north of numerous game called
Guatemala, residences, Pok-a-tok.

temples,
pyramids, and
ball courts.

Tulum The coast of Tulum prospers Water, Sacrificed
the Caribbean because it can coast, and humans to
Sea acquire trade very colorful Gods.

goods. from the
sea.

.

Chichen Itza North-central Chichen Itza has North- Attempted to
part of the: grown to great central rain kill other
Mexican wealth and forest cities.
Yucatan power because

of its central
among the Maya
trade routs.

Palenque East part of Human Thick They bad '
Mexico sacrifices were Mexican special

located here. Jungle ceremonies.

FIG. 11.2. The research chart produced by Maria and Sau-lin.
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The apparently student-produced genres of outlines, worksheets, and
quizzes are in fact collaboratively produced with the teacher in the very
specific sense that the words on the final page includewords produced by
the teacher and the students. The teacher produces the topics and catego-
riesand structure for the outline and chart and the questions for the-quiz.
He further produces the instructions on each of the assignment sheet. In
this latter sense, and also by structuring the intermediate informational as-
signments we can also see the teacher's hand in the final reports. Thus
these genres are strongly shaped by the teacher's decisions ofwhat should
be written and how.The students' recognition of the teacher's speech act of
assignment shapes their further actions in fulfillmentof the assignment,
just as the teacher's further assignments are dependent on his recognition
of the students' completion of prior acts. And each new student production
is dependent on them having completed earlier acts, turning them into
facts which they could then rely on and build upon.
In two collaboratively produced teacher-student genres, however, the

teacher's decisions structure a very different kind ofwork for the students.
First is the unit final exam, given on December 11,with three questions.

1. What qualities do you think gave strength to the Mayan Empire?
2. In what ways can trade between cities help to create good relation-
ships?

3. Why do you think the Mayan Empire did not go on forever?

Each of the three questions requires students to think evaluatively, caus-
ally, and critically, and most of them did so. Mariaprovided one of the more
elaborated set of answers, but not all that different from that of most of her
classmates. In answer to Question 1, "What qualities do you think gave
strength to the Mayan Empire?" she wrote:

I think that the accuracy in their calendars, their knowledge of the move-
ments of the stars, their ability to create their own letters gave strength to the
Mayan Empire. I also think that no matter what role you had, or what you did,
you were important to the Mayan Empire, and that gave strength to tile Ma-
yanEmpire.

How did such questions and answers count as an appropriate test of what
the students had learned if the earlier activities were primarily transcrip-
tion of fragmented information? And where did the students get the ideas
and stance from which they could answer these questions?
Beforewe answer that let us examine another end-of-the-sequencedocu-

ment, the "Final Thoughts" worksheet filled out 2 days before the final
exam. The following example from Desmond covers typical themes (see

,.,~
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Figs. 11.3and 11.4).Only the first question really evokes in Desmond (and
most of the other students) any reference to the factual information, and
even then the information is subordinated to an evaluative conclusion. All
his remaining responses (as were the responses of most.of his classmates)
referred to the other activities of buildingmodels, the play production and
videotaping. And key themes were working together, doing things better,
and having fun-all issues of participation and engagement. Giventhe pre-

lIo9m One
An.eient lllaya Ci¥ili~atiQD

Final Thoughts

Think about all that we did With this study of the Ancient
Maya; the research report. art projects, model making. script
writing for the plays. videos. videotaping, and group organization -:
Now share-some of your 'final thoughts by respondit;\& to the
questions below. Please be specific. Thanks for dOtl)i, ~ great job
with yourassignments~ ,.... . .

1: What did you learn frQm our study?

LJClA (t\eJ;~r.+-~ e !1~; G{

~ ,Vr!(j 6f;ik.+ f'I·pfe 1x.tCQ,"'$+~4?V t-~
lAIr; \ !Vlrl\ 1•...,;.1wt ",-J... CQ.ttlo,,~ . ' .
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2. What did you like about: our study?
1: Iite~ ~k.t iilj fltr,e. drJ.:!J 1"\O!j'tT\ ("illS

br:c(l.!.(~ 't-~i' o, fu1>, T" f"1" (,"Id~t; "'.,-:""l.
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3. What would you like to change with what we cli4?
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11: FIG. 11.3.
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4-., }yha,t would,'have made it better and more i~sti~?
Hr e t4.~ wdV\ta"'-AV .•.. kur-. b' t .

we h..J" r'lll r~ C-r/I".~t4.j\.'& /'I •

5. .How could we have improved our video productions?
1.+ vD(J.IJ he.. ~el-J..e.v- If L.,sr I..iel'e

O(~!1uJ,

'* Include some of your own personal thoughts· below that may
not be asked for in the five questions.

U V4.S v~"''1 f~t\ ,

FIG. 11.4.

dominant flavor of the work we, have examined so far, how did students
glean such learning and develop such attitudes toward the unit?
The answers on these two sets of documents reflect some class discussion

about the factual material they were learning, but they also reflect the wider
system of activity built into the unit. The unit was built around two sets of ac-
tivities organized by the teacher, each with their own set of supportive and
assigned genres that developed and rehearsed orientation, creativity, and
thought. The informational content was embedded within these activities
that engaged the students and that they found fun. But even more these ac-

I
tivities gave students the opportunity to think about and use the factual con-
tent, and thus to develop Significant meanings from the content.
The activities were set in motion by the original assignment sheet at the

beginning unit, which set out the following simulation frame:

Project: You are a member of an ancient Maya people and you have been as.
signed the task of establishing a new site to design and build a great city. The
name of the city will be chosen from one of the following:Tulum, Chlchen Itza,
Uxmal, Mayapan, Tikal, or Palenque. The task is to be done individually, but
you may confer with others to get ideas or give suggestions. Good luck and
begin immediately, because the king is not a patient man and needs the city
built before invaders arrive.

The sheet goes on to specify three parts of the project: a "three-page typed
report on Mayan Culture, an illustration/graphic, and a blueprint of the Ma-
yan City with everything labeled. A fourth final activity is mentioned of
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group creation of a play with script and costumes and videotaping. Each of
these four parts was modified and elaborated in the ensuing 6 weeks.
The original situation frame of designing a new Mayan city gave motive

and purpose to the informational and other activities of the first half of the
unit. The factual information is what you need in order to be ableto know
what a Mayan city is and how you should design one to include its typical
buildings, institutions, and places for its usual activities. That work became
most fully and directly expressed in the map/design each produced, which
then became the basis for a scale model. Two additional art projects, how-
ever, reflected the same. kind of civilization building thinking. One was a
board game each had to design to reflect the daily life of residents of the
city and the other was to act as the chief Maya artist commissioned to cre-
ate a design that reflects the style of the culture (students were also learn-
ing to use graphic software as part of this assignment). Finally there was a
sequence of Mayan math exercises (from a prepared unit) that used stan-
dard word and logic problems using objects and situations relevant to the
Mayan agriculture, social structure, and culture and that also gave some ex-
perience using Mayan number system and calendar. These immerstons in
Mayan life through simulations did more that rehearse some factual mate-
rial about the Maya, they drew sixth graders into thinking about the mate-
rial and how the facts reflected a way of life.
The second half of the unit transformed the situational frame from de-

sign into inquiry and the mode of work from individual into collaborative.
This shift was initiated by an assignment sheet handed out 4 weeks into the .
unit on November 20, just after the designs and scale models were finished.
The assignment sheet informs the studentsthatthey are archeologists who
have found an artifact with a map to an undiscovered Mayan City. They are
to organize in teams to search for the city and its treasures; they will 'then
script' and produce a video documentary of their adventures .:The assign-
ment sheet then provides space for the students to sketch out preliminary
ideas' about setting, characters, events, and story summary for the initial
work sessions with the collaborative group (about five students in each
group). Also provided is a follow-up framework for the script.vln which the
characters, setting for each scene, the props and costumes and the produc-
tion team roles, and other notes aretobe listed. These assignment sheets
scaffold the work of script writing and production for the students as they
make decisions in fillingoutthe blanks and then do the additional workim-
plied in' each of their answers.
The research chart discussed earlier finds its meaning within thlsarche-

ological frame of action. The instructions for the chart describe it as r~
ported from field archeologists back to their colleagues to Ietthemknow
what has been found. So now the material is not just information to be
tested on-it is something the students, in their simulated rolesas-arohe;
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ologlsts, know to be shared with others. The knowledge they have found
also becomes subject and material of their videos (which were also pro-
duced as live plays).
The scripts for the videos are pretty basic, involving archeologists walk-

ing through the city with local informants pointing out aspects of the clll-
ture, with lots of dwelling on the ball game with a death penalty for losing
and other moments of human sacrifice. Nonetheless, the stories are larded
with the facts and names that have cropped up in the various reading and
writing genres throughout the unit, so that the students have learned to in-
habit the informational space even while engaged in imaginative play.
Looking at the limitations of the scripts, one could well understand why a
number of students commented that the videos would have been much
better if they had learned to work together and everyone learned to do
their part. It also becomes evident that the teacher used the lesson of coop-
eration within successful civilizations to help students reflect on the diffi-
culties of their own collaboration-and thus comments about cooperation
being essential to Mayan success turn up as well on the final exam.
When we look at the total activity system of the classroom as students

participated in each unit, and the kind of work and learning accomplished
in the production of each of the teacher-directed genres, we can see that
students were doing more than reproducing facts from handouts and
books. They were thinking about the material and using the material to en-
gage in other activities, which required understanding and elicited moti-
vated engagement. These various activities were coordinated in a mutu-
ally supported sequential system that ended with classroom presentation
of reports, airing of the videos produced by each of the several small
groups, reflective observations on the activity, and analytical thought on
the final exam. The activities each were centrally engaged with well-
known, typified textual and graphic genres, which afforded students
anticipateable access to information, challenges and problem solving, and
opportunities for learning. The end result included familiarity with some
factual information about the Maya but also a sense of what Mayan life
was like, an experience of being an inquirer into another culture, in-
creased skill in synthesizing and presenting information, using knowledge
creatively for imaginative productions, and a sense of the practical import
of the information. There was also learning and practice of many cornput-
ing .and video media skills. Such complex learning with multiple, varied
formal products and such varied forms of cognition and learning could
only be evoked and coordinated because of the teacher's practical under-
standing of the complex interrelated activities set in motion by the assign-
ments and of the roles of specific genres in establishing and focusing ac-
tivities. Although interviews and conversations with the teacher provided
no indication of an awareness of the theoretical framework presented in
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the chapter, in a practical way the teacher managed precisely the con-
crete realizations of the concepts presented here.

ACTIVITIES

1. Textbooks
a. Describe the features, functions, and student activity of a textbook for a
single field, such as American History. Write a paper. analyzing the
genre.

b. Compare the features, functions, and student activities of the first set of
textbooks (e.g., in American History) to the features, functions, and stu-
dent activities of textbooks in a very different field (such as mathemat-
ics). Write a paper comparing the two related genres.

c. Compare the features, functions, and reader activities of either ofthe
set of textbooks with the features, functions, and reader activities of
professional research articles or books in the same field.Write a paper
comparing the genre of textbook and research contribution in that
field.

2. A Class
Identify and collect samples of the entire genre set produced by you in a

recent class you have taken or are now taking. Then consider the entire
genre and activity and system of the class. You may wish to interview the
instructor and other students; you may also wish to take observational
notes on how texts are produced, distributed, used, and related in the
class.
3. A Genre Set of a Professional
Interview a professor or other professional to determine what kinds of

texts receives and writes in the course of a typical day. If possible, collect
samples. You may wish to shadow them for a day to notice what kinds of
texts they receive and produce. Write a paper analyzing the genre set you
have found.
4. Student Assignments
To examine the range of variation within a genre or the differing under-

standings of a genre, examine a set of papers of all the students in a class
responding to a single assignment. (Be sure to get a copy of the original as-
signment.) What features are in common? What is the range of variation?
Howmuch commonality and variation seems invited by the assignment? By
the assignment's place within the course? By the overall nature of school-
ing? By other cultural factors? How much variation seems to reflect student
differences in interests, personality, resources, skills, or resources? You
may interview the instructor to determine how much. of the variation is ac-
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ceptable to the instructor, which variations seem to reduce the instructor's
evaluation, and which variations seem to violate the expectations or genre
of the assignment. You may also interview the other students to' find out
what they thought the genre of the assignment asked for, how much they
thought they were varying the genre, and what motivated the particular
way they varied their paper from what they viewed as the standard re-
sponse. In a paper report your findings and analysis.

FOR FURTHER READING

In sociology the classic statement on social facts is from Emile Durkheim's
(1982) The Rules of Sociological Method, and the classic discussion of the so-
cial definition of the situation is in a brief passage (pp. 4k44) of W. I.
Thomas' (1923) The Unadjusted Girl. Robert King Merton's (1968) essay on
"The Self Fulfilling Prophecy" brings the two concepts together in a read-
able and convincing way.
The standard philosophic discussions of speech acts are two thin but

dense books, John Austin's (1962) How to Things with Words and John
Searle's (1969) Speech Acts. The former opens up very broadly the ways
words perform actions, while the latter attempts to identify a more focused
and limited system of acts. Within linguistics and linguistic anthropology
this performative approach to language has created the basis for the area
of study known as pragmatics. A good introduction to pragmatics is
AlJessandro Duranti's (1997) Linguistic Anthropology. A somewhat more diffi-
cult but rewarding presentation is William Hanks' (1996b) Language and
Communicative Practice. ,
The sociological and phenomenological concept of typification has its

source in the work of Alfred Schutz, particularly The Structures of the Life
World (Schutz & Luckman, 1973).A very approachable and influential elabo-
ration of his approach is the work of his students Peter Berger and Thomas
Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reality (1966).
Schutz's phenomenological approach to typification was brought to-

gether with rhetorical studies and applied specifically to the concept of
genre by Carolyn Miller (1984) in "Genre as a Social Act." There is now an
extensive literature on genre as typification in rhetoric and writing studies,
including Charles Bazerman, Shaping Written Knowledge (1988); Berkenkot-
ter and Huckin, Genre Knowledge (1995); Freedman and Medway, eds. Genre
and the New Rhetoric (1994); and Bazerman and Paradis, eds. Textual Dynam-
ics of the Professions (1991).
Bazerman's Shaping Written Knowledge also links genre-as-typification to

activity theory growing out of the work of Vygotsky, Thought and Language
(1986) and Mind in Society (1978), particularly in relation to Vygotsky's inter-
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est in the history of cultural forms. David Russell's two essays (1997a,
1997b) elaborate the ways genre theory is enriched by considering it in an
activity theory frame. Bazerman and Russell have edited a special issue of
Mind, Culture and Activity (1997) as well as Writing Selves/Writing Society
(2003), an edited electronic collection devoted to activity approaches to
writing. Bazerman's (1999) The Languages of Edison's Light is an extensive
study using the concepts set out in this chapter.
Other related approaches to genre come out of functional linguistics, in-

eluding Swales (1990), Bhatia (1993), and Cope and Kalantzis (1993). Within
literary theory, the history of the way genre has traditional been handled is
in Hernadi (1972); Mikhael Bakhtin (1986) and Ralph Cohen (1986) have de-
veloped approaches consistent with the approaches here; and Thomas
Beebee (1994) has considered how genres are associated with ideology.


